
 
 
 

May 24, 2023 
  

Today’s Market News 
  

U.S. Inventory Data: According to API figures released yesterday, 5/23/23, crude inventories fell about 

6.8b bbl, while gasoline inventories also fell by 6.4m bbl, and distillate inventories drew down 1.8m bbl. If 

these values are confirmed by the EIA report that is due out later today, then this would make for the 3rd 

consecutive draw on gasoline stocks - making inventories their lowest level since 2014 for the week 

leading up to Memorial Day weekend. 

US Debt Ceiling: The negotiations over raising the US debt ceiling have appeared to stall as talks ended 

yesterday between President Biden and Speaker McCarthy without any sese of positive direction. The 

decision to raise the debt ceiling has been ongoing for months, and the deadline is fast approaching that 

the US would run out of money. Negotiations have stalled around the method in which the government 

limits a budget deficit - raising taxes or cutting spending.  

  

Norwegian Wage Negotiations: Talks in Norway between unions representing 8,000 oil drilling workers 

and the Norwegian Shipowners Association have broken down and risk impacting the production of crude 

oil coming from the nation. While talks have broken down in the near-term, both parties agree to come 

back to the negotiation tables at a later date.  

  

Market Overview: Markets are getting some support this morning from warning comments from OPEC+ 

and US stockpile data suggest that inventories declined last week in the United States. The comments 

coming from the Saudi Energy Minister suggest to some that there may be more production cuts 

announced in the next meeting at the beginning of June. Additional support from inventory data could 

come if EIA values confirm the estimates released by API yesterday afternoon. Memorial Day is known to 

be the kick off for the peak gasoline demand season in the United States. Headlines out of Washington 

related to debt ceiling conversations and unexpectedly high inflation in the United Kingdom are keeping 

futures weighed down at the moment.  
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Gasoline has seen support in many of the most recent sessions. Coming into the peak gasoline demand 

season as well as supply tightness has prompted the contract to trade higher as the JUN23 contract nears 

expiration. Currently, it appears that the contract is seeing some resistance effects from the 2.6471 levels, 

but yesterday's session was able to hold trading above that level. With an RSI value nearing overbought 

conditions, as well as the contract nearing the most recent high from earlier in April, short term moves 

higher may be muddled. Inventory figures will likely give direction for the remainder of the session.  
  

  

  

 
 
  

  

The information contained herein is accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief. 

This report and any views expressed herein are provided for information purposes only and should not be construed in any way as an inducement to buy or sell. 

Garden City Coop Inc. does not accept any liability for any loss or damage howsoever caused to anyone trading in reliance upon such information. 

Any prices indicated are subject to change with market  conditions. 


